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Details of Visit:

Author: iloveyou
Type of Visit: Outcall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 13 Dec 2008 20:00
Duration of Visit: 2 hors
Amount Paid: 300
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://pearlofthewest.myescortpage.com/
Phone: 07547459232

The Premises:

N/A

The Lady:

About 5'7", size 10, soft golden blonde hair, gorgeous face, lips, eyes and jawbone. Lovely womanly
figure. Enormous breasts. Description and photos on her website are accurate, but in person I
found her twice as attractive.

The Story:

I invited Pearl to visit my home, about 45" drive from Exeter.

Pearl arrived looking demure and respectable - glasses, hair up, impeccably dressed. We had a
glass of wine, a chat, and sorted the money out. Pearl loves the idea of being 'bought', and I always
find the cash transaction exciting as well. I insisted she count it out in front of me, which got us both
in the right mood. Pearl is relaxed, intelligent, polite & attentive company, and has a voice and
accent to die for.

We'd already established that I wanted to include some spanking in our activities, and that I would
be 'in charge' - but in a sensual and erotic way.

I won't give a vulgar blow by blow account, but we did agree that if I gave some explicit highlights of
our time together, that would make us both aroused.

I started by asking Pearl to stand for inspection. I admired her hands, arms, neck, back, shoulders
and face, enjoying not just touching, smelling and kissing her, but giving her a running commentary
on her finest features. She was pleasingly, genuinely, abashed by this. I then made her lift her dress
for me so that I could see her legs and underwear. Both were first class.

We proceeded to a spanking, with Pearl on all fours. Dress hiked up, she squealed and shrieked
pleasingly while her bottom was reddening under her knickers. My only criticism was that her
underwear started to slide across, revealing her lips, and I had to remind her it was a little early to
start showing me her sex, whilst I made adjustments to retain her modesty.
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On to more inspection - I had Pearl release her breasts for me to play with. They are fantastic,
beautiful, and even better when painted with warm olive oil. I then had her strip naked for me in
stages, taking time to admire her, to touch her, and to make complimentary comments. Sitting on
my own sofa, with a glass of brandy and a cigarette, watching her stand on display for me with just
her underwear around her thighs, is a memory that will last for years.

My friends, this report is in danger of becoming too long if I carry on in this vein...so I will just finish
by telling you how she squeals and shrieks even more so when she reaches orgasm; how sweet
her bare sex is to look at and to taste; how beautiful her tongue feels on my sex; how she will, if
offered, give a splendid spanking in return. There's more, I'm afraid, but my own modesty doesn't
allow me to recount the details. How pleased I was, though, to discover her kinkiness matched
mine.

In short, Pearl is a stunning stunning woman to purchase for a few hours. I recommend her
thoroughly.
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